A Monte Carlo simulation of image misalignment effects in diffusion tensor imaging.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tractography are noninvasive MRI methods, providing an insight on microscopic structural information of anisotropic tissues in vivo. The success of this technique stems on a watchful choice of imaging parameters and post-acquisition reconstruction. In the present work, we have focused on the problem of residual linear image misalignment in the DTI data and its effects on the parameters of the diffusion tensor and fiber tracking in human brain. We demonstrate substantial sensitivity of the reconstructed diffusion tensor and fiber tractography on increasing amplitude of artificially induced random image misalignment in the DTI. We show that already a submillimeter image misalignment in the DTI is an important source of error, which may potentially mask pathological presentations of the diseases and may partially explain variations in the results obtained from the DTI. Finally, we evaluated four implementations of image registrations and demonstrate their variable performance. This further supports the fact that a robust image registration must be performed to ensure reliable and reproducible diffusion tensor mapping and reconstruction of white matter (WM) fibers.